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Hans' old mill his three black cats Watch the bins for the thiev-ing rats. Whis-ker and claw they crouch in the night, Their
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five eyes smouldering green and bright:

Squeaks from the flour-sack, squeaks from where The cold wind stirs on the empty stair, Squeaking and scampering, ev'rywhere. Then
down they pounce, now in, now out, At whisking tail, and sniffing snout. While
lean old Hans he snores away Till peep of light at
break of day Then up he climbs to his creaking
mill Out come his cats all grey with meal
Jek-kel and Jess-up and one-eyed Jill In
Hans' old mill his three black cats Watch the bins for the theiv- ing rats. Whisk- er and claw, they crouch in the night. Their five eyes smould- ring green and bright.
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Orchestral


groan, Suite for Young Quartet and String Orchestra
Fancy Dress, Dance Suite

Instrumental

Ceremonies for Violin and Piano

Songs

Little Green Orchard
Love’s Prisoner
Lyrical
Maritime Invocation
Midnight
Nad
Oh, Nightingale upon my Tree
Philemèa
Rest in the Lord
Sailing Hymn of the Wind

Two Songs

Jesus of Nazareth
Song cycle

Two Songs

(long, low; the Voice of the Lord)

Choral Music

Deborah and Barak, Cantata for Chorus and Orchestra
The Highwayman, for Mixed Chorus and Orchestra

Odyssey, a Sinfonia in four Movements for Soprano and Baritone Solo, Chorus and Orchestra

Three Kings, a Nativity Play by Mozarts


Unison

Notturno
Heart of Britain
Last Wave, The
O Miserere Mea
Onward, Christian Soldiers
Steadfast
When That Cross A little tiny boy

Two-Part

Cherry in Spring
Five Little Boys, The
Great Commandment
Hark
Who Would True Valor See

Four-Part (Female)

Cherry in Spring
Little Green Orchard
Mother’s Lament
To Music, to Benison his Fever

Mixed Voices

I, therefore, the Prisoner
of Israel
Now heard may see
Now the hungry Lion
Oven cricket in Barn and Byre
Pleasures of Love, The
Psalm Twenty-sixth
Salvation Praise
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